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Short Notices

MR. H. B. COTTEBILL'S Ancient Greece (London: Harrap, 1913) aims,
according to the sab-title, at presenting a sketch of Greek art, literature,
and philosophy viewed in connexion with the external history of Greece
from the earliest times down to the age of Alexander the Great. The
author's method of procedure is to divide the history of Greece into nine
periods, to each of which one chapter is devoted. Then sections are
appended to every chapter, giving an account of the artistic and mental
products of the period; and additional notes at the end of the book
deal with temples, dress, coins, and vases. The text is illustrated and
supplemented by a large number of maps, reproductions of coins, and
plates (including six in colours). It may be said in general that the work
is written by an educated man, who is not a professional scholar, for
the benefit of readers like himself. Such readers will find the book
interesting, and they will be little the worse for certain inaccuracies
that vex the soul of specialists out of all proportion to their importance.
For instance, Mr. Cotterill says (p. 302) that the Athenian theatre could
hold 30,000 spectators, though Dr. Mahaffy showed long ago that 12,000
was a figure much nearer the mark; he believes that the ringleaders in the
revolt of Mytilene amounted to 1,000 (p. 334); he states (p. 181) that the
period of exile prescribed for an ostracized Athenian was altered from
ten years to five, although there is only the flimsiest evidence in favour of
this view; and he accepts (p. 441) the story that Demosthenes caused
his hearers to call Aeschines a hireling by accenting the word /iurdam>?
wrongly (De Cor. 52). But the merits of the book outbalance entirely
such minor defects, and it can be heartily recommended to those who
desire a general acquaintance with the matters treated in i t

W. A. G.

A companion volume to the Intcriftiones Lotinoe of E. Diehl (see
ante, xxviii. 597) has now appeared under the title of Intcrip,iones
Graecae, by Otto Kern (Bonn: Marcus & Weber, 1913), and may be
cordially recommended for the excellence of its reproductions and its
moderate price. The editor has included a large number of recently
discovered inscriptions, many of them of great historical or archaeological
interest, and has, as was natural, given a preponderance to those of early date.
On the other hand, there is but one Christian inscription, and none of really
late date—a contrast to the companion volume. The introduction gives
a brief bibliography—somewhat too brief, for references to Dittenberger's
Syllcge are not invariably given, and none at all to MicheL H. S. J.

Dr. E. Biedermann's Stodien zur dgyftischen VcnodUungsgesckichtc
in •ptoiem&isch-rdmischer Zeit, Der Baa-tXuan Tpa/x/iarivs (Berlin: Weid-
mann, 1913) belong to the many recent monographs in which the evidence
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of the long and still lengthening series of Greek papyri has been sifted
and put together in a handy form. Special treatises have already been
devoted to several members of the official hierarchy of Graecc-Roman
Egypt; the subject in the present instance ia the basilico-grammateus,
the royal scribe, who both in Ptolemaic and Roman times played a promi-
nent part in local administration. Hia area was usually the nome, and
his main function was to keep the registers of persons and property in his
district; upon this primary duty his other activities, which Dr. Biedermann
follows out in detail, were largely based. The data have been compiled
with the care and are presented with the methodical arrangement charac-
teristic of German work of this kind. The treatise concludes with useful
tables of the various holders of this office hitherto recorded in the different
nomes; those for the Arsinoite nome have been independently collected
in the last number of the Arckiv fur Papyrusftrschung by V. Martin, who
has sometimes produced rather different results. It may be hoped that
Dr. Biedermann will go on to give us a gimilftr study of the still more
important official with whom the basilico-grammateus was in the Roman
period so closely associated, the strategus. A. S. H.

One regrets to have to speak unfavourably of a volume which is based
on wide reading and much labour. But the views advanced by Mr. A. W.
Whatmore in his Insulae Britannicae (London: Elliot Stock, 1913) are
such that one cannot commend them. He is plainly neither a Latin
scholar nor a philologist, and his standard of evidence is uncritical. Ulysses,
he tells us, sailed past the western highlands of Scotland; Circe lived in
Iona the old Tumm of which, la, is equated with Aeaea; the Carron is
Acheron, Orcus (Hades) is somewhere in the Orcades and Tartarus a
district of Ross called Traith Ross. The account of Roman Britain, helped
out by Richard of Cirencester, is as strange. Much of it consists in lists
of place-names with identifications and notes, but many of the place-names
are not real place-names at all but personal names or other words misread.
The participle caeta (from catdo) occurs in the course of an inscription
found at TT<vrTm.m • it is made into the Roman m»nii of TT«T)i«.nn An
obscure centurion on the Wall of Pius bean the cognomen Stateles; he
is equated with Eettlestoun near Linlithgow. A cohort of Hamii garrisoned
Magna on Hadrian's Wall; it appears as the ancestor of Humshaugh,
a village near another part of the same walL Pons Aelii is taken by most
people to be the Roman fort at the Tyne bridge on the Wall, where New-
castle now stands; Mr. Whatmore transfers it to Ponteland, some miles
from Tyne and Wall, and interprets Aelii as the ' Gaelic' A&, which he
translates ' rugged bank'. Further south, Glevum is (quite rightly)
set down to Gloucester, but Glebon Colonia—merely another spelling—
is (we read) Clifton near Bristol, and while Londinium is correctly called
London, Londini becomes Holwood Hill away in Kent. It is perhaps
needless to go into further details. S.

Dr. BalthasatBaedorf s dissertation, Untanuchungen vber HeQigadeben
der toestlichen Normandie (Bonn: Georgi, 1913), is a study of the lives
of the earliest saints in the dioceses of Avranches, Coutances, Bayeux, and
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